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ABSTRACT
A Qualitative Case Study Approach to Define and Identify Pereeived Challenges of 
Knowledge Management for Casino Hotel Industry
by
Ming-Lun Lee
Dr. Robert Woods, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Hotel Administration 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
The overall goal of this study is to analyze and establish the importance of KM 
applications in the hotel industry, with two purposes in mind. The first is to explore 
hotel organizations’ awareness and perceptions of KM applications. The second 
purpose is to identify casino hotel executives’ perceived challenges of KM. Qualitative 
case studies and descriptive research designs with interviews were applied to 
accomplish the study objectives.
Case study subjects’ perceptions regarding KM definitions, KM functions, and 
expected benefits of KM were identified and discussed. Casino hotel executives 
perceive knowledge sharing, change resistance, and knowledge transfer major 
challenges of KM. A KM definition for the hotel industry has also been proposed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION 
High turnover rate and employee dissatisfaction are expected by most 
companies in the hotel industry due to the nature o f the business and its employee 
characteristics (DiPietro, 2004). The turnover rate in the hotel industry has ranged 
between 12 and 300 percent (Cullen, 2001). This high turnover rate could lead to 
serious financial losses, including recruitment, training and management costs, as well 
as intangible costs such as reduced productivity and employee morale, and damaged 
reputation to the company.
Businesses within the hotel industry need to provide excellent customer service 
in order to differentiate themselves from their competitors. The hotel industry has begun 
to acknowledge the importance of employees when developing strategies for quality 
service. Knowledge Management (KM) is a customer-centric mechanism that shares 
something with total quality management and continuous improvement but is more data 
driven. Its aim is to create a competitive advantage by providing employees with proper 
and sufficient knowledge of customer preferences and service procedures.
Information Technology (IT) is the use o f computing and communication 
technology. IT has been successfully applied to some areas of the hotel industry, 
including management decision-making, productivity, training and education, customer
service, and marketing channels (Kirk and Pine, 1998). Knowledge Management (KM) 
is one of the fastest growing IT techniques that organizations invest in. It is estimated 
that the amount of money spent on KM and KM-associated technology will reach $73 
billion in 2008 (Murphy and Hackbush, 2007). That intellectual assets make up about 
seventy-eight percent of the total value of the S&P 500 indicates how important 
knowledge is for the corporation. Organizations need strategies to deal with information 
overflow. Studies have shown that intellectual asset management is critical for long­
term success and that organizations that were able to manage their intellectual assets 
outperformed others (Engstrom, Westnes, and Westnes, 2003). KM provides a way to 
identify and share these vital intellectual assets (Call, 2005).
Statement of the Problem
The primary reason why KM is fast becoming a priority for the majority o f the 
organizations is the shift in focus from theory and strategy to execution (Corcoran,
2004). Codified knowledge is predicted to double every eleven hours (Kabene, King, 
and Skaini, 2006). Organizations need a system that grants them the ability to absorb 
and apply existing knowledge in order to create new knowledge and improve 
performance.
Effective training is important if  organizations are to retain qualified employees. 
The underlying goal of training is that employees be able to access and learn both 
internal and external knowledge when they need it. Both management and trainees need 
to make the right decisions with regard to training needs analysis and training methods
selection. KM facilitates training by functioning as a tool for knowledge sharing and a 
decision-making aid.
Despite the benefits o f KM, the hotel industry is still conservative in its KM 
applications. This may reflect a lack of understanding that makes it difficult for the 
hotel industry to perceive the benefits o f KM. How the hotel industry views KM needs 
to be explored more thoroughly. The factors why the hotel industry has not fully 
embraced the KM concept or applications require more researches.
Purpose of the Study 
The overall goal of this study is to analyze and establish the importance of KM 
applications in the hotel industry, with two purposes in mind. The first is to explore 
hotel organizations’ awareness and perceptions of KM applications. The second 
purpose is to identify hotel executives’ perceived challenges of KM. Some challenges 
and a certain amount o f resistance are to be expected whenever an organization 
introduces or implements a new application. By exploring hotel managers’ pereeptions 
of KM, this study may be able to explain why KM is not widely adopted in the hotel 
industry and also increase hotel executives’ awareness of KM. Three research questions 
have emerged:
1. What is the status of KM in the hotel industry? How well does the hotel industry 
understand KM?
2. Why is KM important to the hotel industry? How can the industry benefit from 
it?
3. What criteria are critical to successfully adopting KM? What structures need to 
be in place before KM can be successful?
Assumptions
Three assumptions derived from the research questions are as follows.
1. Hotels do not utilize KM because they do not fully understand what KM is 
and how it works.
2. The hotel industry perceives that KM can be beneficial.
3. Factors that play an important role in the success o f KM include technology, 
organization structure, eulture, knowledge sharing, and knowledge process.
Significance of the Study 
Orientation, job instruction training, and retraining are critical for the suecess of 
a hotel operation. Hotel employees cannot perform their jobs well without proper 
training. However, organizations face the challenge of finding a balanee between 
training costs and quality of training. KM is a systematic approach that can provide an 
effective way to faeilitate training and learning aetivities. The findings of this study will 
provide the hotel industry with insight into the current use of KM in the hotel industry, 
and highlight the benefits of KM integration with training.
Based on a review of the literature, it is clear that the hotel industry has begun to 
acknowledge the importance of KM. However, hotel-specific concerns have been 
neglected in the research (Bouncken, 2002). A more concrete assessment o f how the
hotel industry can apply KM strategies to improve organizational performance will 
require further study.
KM should not only be theoretieally sound but also proven in practiee. 
Exploring hotel executives’ attitudes toward and perceptions of KM allows us to 
understand how KM ean benefit the hotel industry, the praetices o f KM, and challenges 
and barriers to implementing KM. This study will explore how the hotel industry 
perceives KM and further identify the perceived challenges of KM.
Studies have defined KM from various perspectives. However, there are no KM 
definitions that are tailored to the hotel industry. A KM definition for the hotel industry 
has been proposed. KM is defined as “sharing knowledge and best practices through a 
systematic and analytical approach, in order to understand competitors, improve 
customer service, and aehieve financial goals.”
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction
The literature review is composed of two sections; Knowledge Management 
(KM), and Evaluations of KM. The first section reviews the background and 
development of KM. KM applications are discussed in order to demonstrate the 
connections of KM to real world applications in the hotel industry. It also analyzes the 
way KM changes the role of HR and the impact of KM on major HR areas, with a focus 
on training. The second section is related to KM success. KM success can be evaluated 
by examining KM initiatives and outcomes. KM initiatives indicate the readiness of 
employees and organizations for KM, critical for a successful implementation. The 
success of KM outcomes can be determined by organizational performanee. Several 
important factors of KM success, such as technology, organizational structure, culture, 
knowledge sharing, and knowledge process are also explored. Common KM barriers 
and their corresponding solutions are included and discussed.
Knowledge Management (KM)
Knowledge
Knowledge is considered the most important asset in an organization (Buckley 
and Carter, 2002). Knowledge is the “combination of information and human context 
that enhances the capacity for action” (Long, 1997). Knowledge is valuable only when 
combined with the human addition of experience and interpretation (Jennex, 2007).
The levels of knowledge, from lowest to highest, are data, information, 
knowledge, understanding, and wisdom. Data is the rawest form and has no meaning. 
Information is organized data with some connections. Knowledge is collected 
information in an “actionable context.” Wisdom, the highest level, happens when 
people provide understanding about something that has not been discovered. It can 
involve morals and ethics (Hostler, 2005).
Knowledge can be defined as “expertise, and skills acquired by a person through 
experience or education and the theoretical or practical understanding of a subject, (ii) 
what is known in a particular field or in total; facts and information or (iii) awareness or 
familiarity gained by experience of a fact or situation” (Knowledge, 2008). Zack (1999) 
identified three types o f knowledge: core, advanced, and innovative. Core knowledge is 
the most basic understanding of the industry, while advanced knowledge can 
differentiate an organization within an industry. Innovative knowledge creates and 
develops products and services that other organizations strive for.
Wisdom
Understanding
Knowledge
Information
Data
Figure 1. Knowledge Hierarehy.
From “The Path to Advancement-Centered Knowledge Management: Transforming 
Advancement Services,” by J. Hostler, 2005,
[http://www.supportingadvancement.com/potpourri/trans_as_km/trans_as_km_presenta 
tion.pdf]. Copyright 2005 by Advancement Services.
Knowledge indicates the business knowledge about customers, suppliers, 
products, and competitors that can be stored in different formats, such as document, 
electronical file, or even in a person’s mind (KPMG, 1998). Knowledge can be 
represneted in two forms: tacit and explicit. Table 1 shows the characteristics of tacit 
and explicit knowledge (Nonaka, 1994; Hostler, 2005; Australian Local Government 
Assocaition, 2003; Kotelnikow, 2008).
Table 1
Explicit and Tacit Knowledge
Explicit Knowledge
• Also known as formal knowledge
• Can be processed by informaiton systetems; can be codified
• Can be directly expressed by knowledge representations
• Easy to use technology to communicate
• Tangible assets
Tacit Knowledge
• Also known as implicit, informal or unstructed knowledge
• In one’s mind, beliefs, experiences and perspectives; personal
• Difficult to document or process
• Cannot be expressed easily by knowledge representations
• Difficult to use technology to communicate and share
• Intangible assets: A source of competitive advantage
Organizations have been interested in applying KM as a discipline to improve 
organizational performance since the 1990s. Organizations use benchmarks to evaluate 
and compare their performance with that o f their competitors. Some commonly used 
benchmarks criteria include employee training, information systems, and knowledge 
management.
KM has been defined from various perspectives. The basic function of KM is to 
manage human capital, a very valuable asset to the organization. KM is the practices 
used by organizations to identify, create, represent, and distribute knowledge 
(Knowledge Management, 2008). Furthermore, KM is usually tied to specific 
organization objectives, such as improved performance and strategy planning. The 
following are some examples of KM definitions.
• KM is a “systematic and organized attempt to use knowledge within an 
organization to transform its ability to store and use knowledge to improve 
performance” (KPMG, 1998).
• KM is “the exploitation and development of the knowledge assets of an 
organization with a view to furthering the organization’s objectives” (Rowley, 
2000).
• KM can be “a systematic process for identifying, acquiring, organizing, storing, 
distributing, applying, and measuring both explicit and tacit organizational 
knowledge so as to achieve the organizational goals” (Alavi and Leidner, 2001).
• KM “applies the collective knowledge and abilities of the entire workforce to 
achieve specific organizational objectives” (BML Consulting, 2002).
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• KM is “the collection, creation, adoption, dissemination, review and revision of 
information and research in a particular subject area” (Cohen, 2003).
• KM “promotes a collaborative environment for identifying and accessing 
existing knowledge, creates opportunities to generate new knowledge, and 
provides the tools and approaches needed to apply what the organization knows 
in its efforts to meet its strategic goals” (Gorelick, Milton, and April, 2004).
• “KM is the practice o f locating, capturing, processing, and sharing data, 
information, and knowledge with the goal of facilitating decision-making and 
problem solving” (Hostler, 2005).
• KM is the practice o f “selectively applying knowledge from previous 
experiences of decision making to current and future decision-making activities 
with the express purpose of improving the organization’s effectiveness” (Jennex, 
2005).
• KM is “collecting, leveraging, and distributing both explicit and tacit knowledge 
throughout your organization” (Kotelnikow, 2008).
With increased competition and turnover, organizations need the competitive 
advantage o f knowledge. Allowing employees and management to access the right 
knowledge at the right time is what KM is about. Organizations today have higher 
expectations of employees, requiring of an entry employee not only job related 
knowledge but also abstract knowledge, such as leadership skills, computer knowledge, 
and communications ability (Carayannis, and Jorge, 1998).
KM is viewed as a competitive advantage because it is a mechanism for 
improving organizational reputation, profits, productivity, creativity, efficiency, and
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innovation (Ward, and Le, 1996). An organization with a good reputation separates 
itself from its competitors. Reputation is a valuable asset because it can increase the 
competitiveness o f a company. Managing reputation has become increasingly important 
due to increasing globalization, commodization, and availability of information 
(Holsapple, Jones, and Singh, 2007).
Organizations try to cut down the time and costs o f product development in 
order to improve productivity. KM increases productivity by expanding access to 
intellectual capital, reducing operational costs, and increasing efficiency (Sherman, 
2000). The three types o f intellectual capital are human, customer, and structural 
capital. The competences, attitudes, motivations, and intellectual agility of individual 
employees are elements in human capital. Customer capital is the value from current 
and future relationships with customers, such as loyalty, satisfaction, and market share 
(Engstrom, 2003). Structural capital covers all non-human capital and is defined as the 
software, hardware, databases, organizational structure, patents, and other 
organizational capabilities that support the productivity of employees (Edvinsson, and 
Malone, 1997).
Because organizations differentiate themselves from their competitors by 
innovating new products and services, employees need knowledge to be creative and 
innovative. Executives view innovation as the greatest payoff from knowledge 
management (Holsapple et al., 2007). Agility means that organizations are able to 
respond rapidly to unanticipated changes in the market. Organizations will fail if  they 
are not equipped to act in response to changes.
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The development of KM began with providing information to decision makers. 
KM was viewed mainly as a data warehouse that management can access for decision­
making. As KM evolved, organizations began to realize the importance of moving from 
tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge. Tacit knowledge is knowledge that is already 
present in the minds o f people. KM helps convert individual tacit knowledge to explicit 
knowledge that can be understood and utilized by the whole organization (Gorelick et 
al., 2004).
Decision Support System (DSS) is the computerized system that utilizes 
quantitative and optimization models to help decision makers analyze a situation. DSS 
is software that can gather, analyze, and manipulate information to assist companies in 
planning and decision-making. A good decision will not only be seen as a wise choice 
but also facilitate its implementation. DSS can help decision makers analyze 
complicated problems by identifying multidimensional criteria (Shih, Huang, and Shyur,
2005).
The five categories of DSS are model-driven, communications-driven, data- 
driven, document-driven and knowledge-driven DSS. Knowledge-driven DSS use the 
knowledge derived from statistical tools or Artificial Intelligence to make 
recommendations (Power, and Sharda, 2007). The knowledge component offers the 
functionality for the DSS. KM, as a practice o f applying knowledge from previous 
experiences to current or future decision making to improve organization effectiveness, 
is the foundation of DSS (Jennex, 2005). The challenge of data management is to 
capture, store and organize data so that it is easy for users to locate the information they
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need. A well designed KM system can capture, organize and distribute complex 
information, and DSS can analyze those data from KM for effective decision making.
K M  and Human Resources (HR)
Organizational aspects that affect the success o f KM success include technology, 
organization structure, and culture. HR is especially important (Choi, 2004). Because 
employees are a crucial component of any organization, HR has an enormous impact on 
Organizational performance. In order to have an effective KM, HR must foster a culture 
that encourages knowledge sharing. Therefore, HR is critical not only to the 
organizational performance but to successful KM.
According to Milam (2001), organizations adopt KM in order to retain expertise, 
improve customer satisfaction and profits, support e-business initiatives, and shorten 
product development cycles. The need to retain expertise is perceived as the most 
important reason to apply KM. The most important asset for any organization is human 
capital, and an organization’s survival depends largely on its ability to capture and 
retain knowledge and skills from its employees for future use.
KM provides a competitive advantage and improves operations in the hotel 
industry. It develops and reuses knowledge from formal and informal procedures and 
incorporates this knowledge into operations. Duplicate information can be avoided and 
operational effectiveness can be improved (Bouncken, and Pyo, 2002).
One factor critical to the success of a hotel is customer satisfaction and loyalty. 
Customers’ perception of service quality relies heavily on the service encounter. 
Therefore, it is important for hotel employees to have an accurate knowledge of 
customer preferences and the corresponding service procedures. Unfortunately, a high
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turnover rate makes it more difficult for the hotel industry to save knowledge and 
support new and inexperienced employees with other employees’ experiences 
(Bouncken, 2002).
Organizations use the multiple benefits associated with KM as selection criteria 
for determining the most appropriate KM system. The benefits considered most useful 
are enhanced collaboration, improvement productivity, improved communication, better 
decision making, and improved employee skills (Anantatmula, 2007). Among these 
criteria, improved employee skills is the one most strongly related to HR.
KM changes the traditional role of HR and how HR is viewed by the 
organization. The reason behind the change is that organizations need to tie their 
training and development with their business goals in order to survive in a rapidly 
changing environment. Traditionally, HR has been linked to personnel functions, such 
as recruitment, training, and employee rewards. Recently, the trend has been for HR to 
participate in organizational goals and strategy development, making HR more 
important and valuable to the organization. For instance, in additional to traditional 
training related tasks, HR will often be involved in collecting and managing all levels of 
knowledge, experiences, and expertise. The purpose of HR is to maximize the 
knowledge assets of the organization and to generate knowledge capabilities. 
Employees can share knowledge and utilize it either for daily operations or for strategic 
purposes without needing to waste time searching for the necessary information (White,
2006).
A study by Yahya and Goh (2002) investigated the relationship between four 
major areas of HR (training, decision-making, performance appraisal, and compensation
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and reward) and five areas of KM (knowledge acquisition, knowledge documentation, 
knowledge transfer, knowledge creation, and knowledge applieation). The items in 
training highly associated with overall KM are creativity, customer relationship 
management, leadership, problem solving skills, and quality initiatives. The items in 
performance appraisal highly associated with overall KM are feedback based on 
customer needs, feedback for improvement, and feedback for ratings and rewards.
Training
With increasing global competition, technology changes, and other economic 
factors, companies need to balance their training needs with limited training budgets. 
Despite the difficult economy’s impact on training, reports indicate that organizations 
spent $57 billion on training in the United States in 2001 and that the number increased 
about 10 percent from 2000 to 2001 (DiPietro, 2004).
Training is a systematic process that provides employees with the skills and 
knowledge to improve their performance. The goal of training is for employees to apply 
what they have learned to their daily activities and hence improve organizational 
performance. Organizations need to continually train and develop their employees and 
managers in order to remain competitive. Quality management has always been the root 
of training, and training ensures that company employees meet quality standards. 
Organizations today are trying to reduce their expenses by downsizing their training 
budgets and seope and they are eoneemed that training should be justified (Phillips and 
Stone, 2002).
The training process starts with the initial training. Employees should know 
about the vision, mission, and goals of the organization so that they will share the
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organization’s philosophy and feel they are part o f it. Continuous training is the next 
step. In order to provide good service, continuous training should include product 
training and cross-training. Employees need to understand the products the organization 
sells before they can sell them well. With cross-training, employees will be able to share 
similar experiences and thus perceive the importance and benefits of teamwork. 
Furthermore, cross training allows knowledge and information to be accessible to 
employees in different positions and that enables employees to meet customers’ 
expectations (Paraskevas, 2001).
Factors that could influence the success of training include trainees’ pre-existing 
characteristics (personality, experiences, beliefs, and attitudes), delivery methods of 
training, and the criteria used to determine whether training is effective (O’Donovan, 
and Dawe, 2002). Timing could be a key factor. Employees may need a more general 
training at the beginning followed by more specific instruction later.
Successful training has been proven to benefit organizations from several 
perspectives. Employees will be able to perform their jobs well through proper training. 
Employees will be more motivated when they know how to do their jobs. Training can 
help reduce employee anxiety by clarifying job expectations and communicating the 
organization’s vision and mission. Training enables organizations to be more 
competitive by improving job satisfaction, employee morale, and consistent service 
quality (Cullen, 2001).
The benefit of training is always an issue for companies to consider, especially 
when training involves a huge investment. The benefits and impact of training on 
organizational performance is continually being discovered. For example, employee
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satisfaction will be improved through training. Job satisfaction has a proven link with 
employee retention. The more employees feel satisfied with their jobs, the less likely 
they are to quit. However, more evidence is needed (Salas, and Cannon-Bowers, 2001).
Quality service can be achieved through regular training and customer 
orientation training. Regular training gives employees the knowledge and skills needed 
for operational tasks. Service orientation training is essential for quality service because 
it requires employees to develop the right attitudes and mentality, and to understand 
customers’ expectations better after service orientation training (Lewis, 1989).
The hotel industry can reap multiple interrelated benefits from training. Training 
benefits can be categorized into employee, manager, and company perspectives (Cullen, 
2001; Mathis and Jackson, 2005; Tanke, 2001):
Employee Perspective
• Reduce incidents and injuries -  Incidents and injuries can be reduced if 
companies offer proper training before employees perform their jobs. For 
example, housekeepers should know how to handle hazardous chemicals before 
using them.
• Better performance -  Employees can do their jobs better when they have the 
skills and knowledge.
• Employee morale and job satisfaction -  Employees will be more satisfied and be 
more willing to do their jobs if they know how to do them.
Manager Perspective
• Less absenteeism and turnover -  With proper training, employees will know 
what to do and how to do it so they will be more comfortable with their jobs.
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Therefore, managers will not have to spend time and energy recruiting new 
employees.
• Reduced tension -  Once employees can perform their jobs well, managers do 
not need to correct their employees all the time, which will ease the tension 
between managers and employees, as well as the tension between managers and 
their boss. Your boss will not pick on you if your employees know how to do 
their jobs.
• Personal career -  As a manager, your career depends on the performance o f your 
employees.
• More time to manage -  Managers can spend more time on management issues 
instead of watching over employees all the time.
Company Perspective
• Consistent quality -  Due to the intangibility characteristics of the hotel industry, 
consistent service quality is important to retain customers. Because employees 
know the performance standards, they are able to provide consistent service.
• Customer satisfaction -  Customers will be satisfied and beeome loyal eustomers 
if  hotels can offer consistent service quality each time.
• Lowered cost - All the benefits derived from training ean definitely reduee eosts 
for the eompany.
Research has revealed the impact of training and how organizations can benefit 
from it. However, organizations should implement training to align with the strategies 
and mission of the organization, not just for the sake of training (Delaney, and Huselid, 
1996). It is important to establish the purpose of training and how training will affeet
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the organization. The benefits o f training with regard to company objectives need to be 
demonstrated in order to get management support.
Due to the unique charaeteristies of work in the hotel industry, hotels need to 
focus not only on the development of technical skills but also on service skills (Baum,
2002). It is important for organizations to determine the best training delivery method to 
meet various training objectives. Individual unit managers often choose training 
methods and tools based on budget, time, and the availability of training personnel. One 
concern about this approach is that the training method proper for one property is not 
necessarily applicable to another (Froiland, 1993).
One of the major challenges o f training is that there are no universal or standard 
methods by which measure its success and effectiveness or to determine which training 
method can produce the greatest benefits for different training objectives. Organizations 
lack validated measurement variables to evaluate the effectiveness of training (Brettle,
2003). Some researchers have even argued that training cannot meet the desired 
objectives, such as improvements in service quality and customer satisfaction (Tracey, 
and Tews, 1995). Identifying appropriate training methods can help organizations 
reduce training costs and better reach their goals.
Different training methods have different advantages and disadvantages. The 
selection of a proper training method depends on organizational goals, trainees, and cost. 
Determining what training materials are appropriate should be related to organizational 
goals because training objectives need to align with the intentions of the organization. 
Different learning styles are effective for different people. The backgrounds and prior 
knowledge o f trainees should be taken into consideration when selecting a training
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delivery method. Cost is always a critical issue when it comes to training. Organizations 
need to ensure a program’s worthiness before implementing or continuing training 
(Harris, 1995).
Four perspectives are commonly used to evaluate training results (Namasivayam, 
Conklin, and Zhao, 2005; Salas et al., 2001; Armstrong, 2001).
1. Trainees’ reactions. Evaluate how trainees perceived and responded to 
training. Were they satisfied with the training they received?
2. Trainees’ attainment of knowledge and skills. What knowledge and skills 
were learned or improved will be assessed. Have any of the trainees’ 
attitudes been changed as a result of training?
3. Evaluate behavior - whether trainees can apply skills and knowledge learned 
from training to their jobs. Assessment should focus on which specific 
training objectives have been reached.
4. Evaluate impact. The ultimate evaluation criteria should be the impact of 
training on specific aspects of organizational performance, such as increased 
profit, productivity, customer satisfaction, and market share.
These four perspectives are stepped wise and improvement of organizational 
performance is the ultimate goal. The gap between having the skills and knowledge to 
perform a task and actually doing it is called self-efficacy because “knowledge does not 
always translate into behavior” (Rudy et al., 2003).
KM has a huge impact on training. The essence o f training is to retain and 
transfer knowledge to people who need it and this is also the objective of KM. 
Employees can get the knowledge they need to perform their job though proper training.
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Training at the wrong time is a waste of money and effort. KM can help HR analyze 
training needs in order to provide training when employees need it. Although 
standardized training formats are useful, adjustments to the training materials are 
needed in order to correspond with the changing environment. KM creates flexibility of 
training by identifying new trends and updating accordingly (Rossett, 1999).
A study of KM managers and training professionals conducted by Corcoran 
(2004) revealed the following about KM and training;
• There is a gap between KM and training despite the logical connection between 
them. Training is more related to low skills learning while KM focuses on 
strategy planning and development. Unfortunately, the gap is growing wider.
• KM is becoming as much a “must have” application as training because the 
focus of organizations has changed from theory and strategy to execution.
• While KM has improved its market penetration, training professionals are not 
utilizing IT as they are expeeted to. For instance, seventy-two percent of KM 
professionals participate in e-leaming planning but only one quarter of training 
professionals participate in it.
DSS applications in training include identifying who needs training and which 
training method is most appropriate. Determining training needs and appropriate 
training methods is critical for the success of a business, especially when end users have 
different experiences in the use of technology (Stephen, 2006). An integrated database 
with standardized definitions and variables can be used to measure training results and 
work performance (Federal Committee on Statistical Methodology, 1998).
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K M  and the Hotel Industry
The hotel industry is a labor-intensive industry in which productivity is viewed 
as a critical success factor. Hotels can benefit from KM by expanding the 
communication channels among employees, customers, and suppliers. In order to set 
themselves apart their competitors, hotels are required to be innovative about their 
products and services, and KM enables employees to acquire the knowledge necessary 
to be creative. However, some hotel characteristics may present a challenge to KM 
success. For instance, the high turnover causes knowledge loss. Knowledge learning 
and quality may be difficult to maintain due to the high percentage of unskilled hotel 
workers. Seasonal demand and changing customer preferences can also be an issue 
(Bouncken, 2002).
The hotel industry has begun to acknowledge the importance of employees 
when developing strategies for quality service. The fundamental mechanism of KM to 
the organizational success starts with quality service. One major emphasis of KM is 
customer centric that shares something with total quality management and continuous 
improvement but more data driven. The ultimate goal of KM is to “[improve] customer 
satisfaction by meeting their needs at the first point of contact" (Milam, 2001). This is 
exactly what the hotel industry is striving for. Employees can know how to meet the 
expectations of customers by the accessing the KM system, leading to improved service, 
customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. For that reason, KM has become the 
competitive advantage of the hotel industry when competition is intense.
The primary benefit of quality service is customer satisfaction and ideally, loyal 
customers. Customer satisfaction and retention will be improved by KM strategies.
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leading to higher revenues and overall profitability. Loyal customers mean repeat 
business. Organizations prefer existing customers to the higher cost o f attracting new 
customers. Furthermore, loyal customers are less sensitive to reduced prices offered by 
competitors and are a means o f free advertising (Ahmed and Rafiq, 2002).
The goal of a hotel is to establish a competitive advantage while improving 
customer loyalty and creating loyal customers (Nightingale, 1985). In order to achieve 
this goal, employees need to know customer preferences and corresponding service 
procedures. The knowledge applied by the hotel industry can be grouped into four 
categories: task specific knowledge, task related knowledge, transactive memory and 
guest related knowledge (Bouncken, 2002).
Task specific knowledge is concerned with specific policies, strategies, and 
actions, and can be applied to similar tasks. Although this type of knowledge can be 
documented in a database, employee training is required in order to enhance the quality 
of service. Task related knowledge is not limited to a single task, but can be applied to 
many similar or related tasks. Employees from different hotel departments may share 
the same beliefs, attitudes, and service standards.
Transactive memory allows an employee to understand other employees’ 
knowledge, competencies, and work values. It allows an employee to know, for 
example, whom to ask when they experience problems. Task specific knowledge, task 
related knowledge, and transactive memories are all related to guest knowledge. 
Through interactions with customers, hotel employees are able to leam the needs and 
preferences of customers and thus meet their expectations. Not only individual
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employees but also the whole hotel should have the ability to absorb guest related 
knowledge.
K M  Applications
The top three most commonly applied areas for KM are “capture and share best 
practices,” “provide training and corporate learning,” and eustomer relationship 
management. KM application can be categorized into six areas: transaetional, analytieal, 
asset management, process based, developmental, and innovation (Kabene et al., 2006).
E-leaming is one of the most important KM tools and practices. It eliminates 
traditional training barriers and allows employees to access training materials anywhere 
at any time (Milam, 2001). Two major DSS applications that have been deployed in 
many fields are revenue management and supply chain management. Revenue 
management attempts to set an optimal price by analyzing current and forecasted sales.
Ottenbacher and Gnoyh (2005) identified the factors that hoteliers perceive as 
important for success in hotel innovation. One of the factors was employee training. 
Training is viewed as a priority to success. According to the authors, planned training 
programs improve employee performance and training should be guided by a 
systematically stmctured approach.
KM has generally two approaches: centralized KM and decentralized KM. 
Seven-Eleven in Tokyo applies a centralized KM approach that connects all suppliers, 
and stores, and employees. The KM system has constant sales information coming in 
from every store three times a day, allowing Seven-Eleven to monitor sales and predict 
eustomer needs to improve its communication, supply chain efficiency, and on-line 
training quality. While this centralized approach focuses on capturing and storing all
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organization knowledge in a central system, the decentralized approach focuses on 
sharing knowledge and practices throughout the organization. BP is one of the 
organizations that have adopted this approach (Yahya et al., 2002).
In the lodging industry, employees are perceived as an important asset for total 
quality management. They need training to develop the proper skills and knowledge 
required to provide quality service. A successful training program should be able to 
define training needs and identify training targets and methods to reach the targeted 
goals. In the absence of these elements, time, money, and effort will be wasted. Some 
common training expectations of managers include improving performance, updating 
personnel skills, orienting new personnel, increasing work quality, decreasing work 
accidents, and decreasing labor turnover (Aksu, 2005).
The hotel world is rapidly changing and employees need to keep up with the 
changing pace. This is why managing knowledge and intellectual capital has become an 
important factor in the employee training process. An ideal training system integrates 
concepts from both knowledge management and decision support systems and selects 
the particular training activities that best fit employees’ learning capacity and personal 
characteristics, as well as suiting the long-term business goals o f the organization 
(Boulet, Dupuis, and Belkhiter, 2001).
Computer based technology training has been applied by the hotel industry to 
improve training, customer service, and information management. Employee motivation 
and morale can also be improved with this type o f training. Holiday Inn uses computer 
technology to analyze the training needs of employees at various properties, to allow 
employees to arrange their training schedules, and to deliver training in rich text and
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graphie formats. Although computer based technology training can benefit 
organizations, some obstacles may create resistance to applying it. One major concern is 
the cost, which covers the purchase of hardware and software, installation, training, and 
maintenance. This is why computer technology training is usually seen in larger 
organizations (Harris, 1995).
The KM contents adopted by the Ritz-Carlton Hotel are composed of best 
practices from the top performers in each department o f the organization, and are 
updated annually based on quality scoring procedures. According to management at 
Ritz-Carlton, the most important component of KM is employees. The system is useless 
if  employees do not utilize the information from KM to achieve organization goals (Call, 
2005).
In the airline industry one o f the best examples of using decision support system 
in training programs is the DSS usage at Continental Airlines. The company employs a 
decision support system application to allocate training schedules and resources. The 
system contains training records and pilots’ schedules, and automatically determines the 
quantity and timing of training based on the training requirements of each pilot. The 
training system manages training resources effectively by tracking training curricula, 
existing schedules, and availability of equipment and instructors. It is estimated that 
this system saves Continental Airlines over $10 million each year (Yu, Pachon, 
Thengvall, Chandler, and Wilson, 2004).
Singapore Airlines aligns its product development goals with collaborative 
knowledge strategy. It works with partners to develop event hub destinations through 
festivals and exhibitions. Singapore Airlines applies collaborative knowledge strategy
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through its frequent-flyer programs, its network optimization and its sales policy (Goh, 
2007). Singapore Airlines invests a lot in strengthening its knowledge networks to 
predict the supply and demand of airline tickets. Because Singapore Airline tickets are 
sold through different channels, various factors can affect the ticket price. Well- 
developed knowledge networks help Singapore Airlines maximize ticket sales (Goh, 
2007).
Evaluations o f KM
Based on the literature review, KM evaluations can be categorized into two 
aspects; measurements of KM initiatives and of KM outcomes. Assessing an 
organization’s readiness for KM helps increase awareness of the potential gaps within 
the organization and guides the subsequent establishment of an action plan (Gorelick et 
al., 2004). Organizational performance indicators can be applied to measure KM 
outcomes. Based on the literature review, the five important factors of KM success are 
technology, organization structure, culture, knowledge sharing, and knowledge process.
Measurements o f  K M  Initiatives
KM can be successful only when an organization is ready for it. A clear 
assessment o f organizational readiness can improve the success of KM initiatives and 
reduce the risk of failure. A framework called KAP was developed to identify the 
readiness gap by evaluating the organizational culture and the readiness o f employees. 
Dimensions in the KAP framework include organizational alignment, organizational 
structure, the process within an organization, learning style, staff rewards and diversity.
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and trust and commitment (Gorelick et al., 2004). Some of the major goals 
organizations have for KM, according to Yuen (2007), are knowledge sharing, access to 
knowledge and expertise, knowledge retainment, and a solution to information overload. 
Call (2005) discussed seven steps for KM initiatives;
1. Address the goals and objectives of KM. Organizations should analyze their 
current situation to see if there are any problems that can be addressed by KM. 
This will help justify why KM should be practiced, not just for the sake of KM 
itself.
2. Audit the existing knowledge within the organization. Knowledge audit is about 
finding what knowledge the organization owns, who knows what and where 
knowledge is stored (Harvey, 2003). Through this step, organizations can gain a 
clear picture of the information they need, the information they own but do not 
use, and how information is delivered.
3. Develop a KM map that shows units o f knowledge and their relationships. 
Different processes are involved in operations. In order to search and retrieve 
information efficiently, the structure to file and transfer knowledge needs to be 
defined clearly.
4. Previous steps are about analyzing and capturing current knowledge and this 
step is when KM actually initiates. It is about how to organize, store, and deliver 
the knowledge after knowledge is collected. Organizations should establish a 
clearly formatted KM strategy for content management, search mechanism, and 
collaboration to make it easier to utilize the information.
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5. Purchase appropriate systems and tools, including expertise access tools, 
knowledge repositories, and data mining, to capture, categorize, integrate, and 
deliver knowledge. Organizations should not purchase a system based solely on 
its functions. The system should facilitate employees’ jobs. Therefore, the 
primary goal o f system selection is that the system be user friendly.
6. Evaluate KM regularly and make necessary changes. Information becomes 
outdated quickly. The contents o f KM need to be updated, as do the skills and 
knowledge of employees.
7. KM is not just about IT. It involves people, processes, IT, and organization 
culture and should change the way employees think and do their jobs. KM 
cannot succeed without proper cultural change within the organization. 
Fostering a knowledge sharing environment and encouraging employees to 
share knowledge can increase the success o f KM.
Davenport, DeLong, and Beers (1998) developed a model to assess the success 
of KM initiatives. The model consists o f four indicators:
• The amount of knowledge available should be increased.
• The usage of knowledge available should be grown.
• KM should be able to survive without the support o f particular individuals. This 
indicates that KM has become an organizational initiative, not just a project.
• Resources, such as people and money, should be increased because o f KM 
initiatives.
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Table 2
Steps fo r  K M  Initiatives
Authors Steps
Call (2005) Address the goals and objectives of KM
Audit the existing knowledge within the organization
Develop a KM map that shows units of knowledge and their
relationships
Purchase appropriate systems and tools 
Evaluate KM regularly and make necessary changes 
KM is not just about IT. It involves people, process, IT, and 
organizational culture
Hostler (2005) Prepare for transformation
Win buy-in and cooperation for leaders
Secure resources (financial, personnel, and political)
Launch a pilot project
Hondo (2006) Understand key business drivers 
Get executive sponsorship 
Analyze knowledge 
Provide reward and recognition 
Implement in phases
Nicolaides (2007) Employees need to be motivated and inspired by the new process 
Get closer to your customer
Give employees permission to explore the new process 
Provide technical resources 
Build knowledge networks
Integrate your knowledge sharing work with your business 
strategy
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Measurements o f  K M  Outcomes
The challenge o f quantifying the tangible benefits from IT is one of the most 
common factors preventing organizations from implementing a new system application. 
The circumstance is similar for KM. Top management need a persuasive ROI 
evaluation before they decide to purchase a new system. ROI can be analyzed from 
different perspectives, such as productivity and quality improvement, cost savings, and 
time reductions (Gorelick et al., 2004).
In addition to tangible benefits, some intangible benefits can be used to evaluate 
the effectiveness of KM performances. For example, increased employee satisfaction 
and commitment, improved teamwork, and reduced customer complaints (Gorelick et 
al., 2004). KM is managing intellectual capital. However, no standard frameworks have 
been developed to evaluate intellectual capital. This may be because different industries 
require different evaluation criteria that align with their business goals. A research 
(Engstrom et al., 2003) conducted an intellectual capital evaluation in the hotel industry. 
The authors categorized intellectual capital into three areas: human, structural, and 
customer capital. The assessment indicators applied to evaluate intellectual capital were 
GOP percent, RevPar, occupancy percent, room profit, F&B profit, and personnel cost.
Organizations must expect certain benefits from KM before implementing the 
system. Those expected benefits are the criteria by which the success of KM can be 
determined. The following are expected benefits from KM.
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Table 3
Expected Benefits o f  K M
Authors Expeeted Benefits
KPMG(1998) Deeision making; Faster response to key issues; Increasing 
profit; Improving productivity; Creating new business 
opportunities; Reducing costs; Sharing best practices; Increasing 
market share
Milam (2001) Retain expertise of personnel; Increase eustomer satisfaction; 
Improve profits; Shorten product development cycles
Merlins, Heisig, and Process improvement; Transparency of areas of potential;
Vorbeck (2001) Transparency of conditions; Facilitation of decisions and 
predictions; Customer satisfaction; Success and market 
leadership; Transparency of problems and the further need for 
knowledge
BML Consulting Improving competitive advantage; Revenue growth; Employee
(2002) development; Reducing costs; Product innovation; Enhancing 
customer focus
Kabene, King, and Efficient document production; Capturing specialized
Skaini (2006) Knowledge; Increased productivity and reduced stress; 
Retaining knowledge from previous employees; Integration of 
new and old employees; Risk management
Evaluation Criteria o f  K M  Success
Using tangible benefits such as ROI and ROE to evaluate the contribution of 
KM may be preferable by the management. Those bottom line figures may be 
significantly affected by uncontrolled economic and environmental factors. Furthermore, 
there has been little consensus on how to measure the benefits o f KM objectively 
(Wixom and Watson, 2001). Thus the benefits are usually measured by user perceptions.
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KM success can be measured from the perspective of individual or organizational 
performance. Those benefits organizations expect from KM become the criteria with 
which to evaluate the success o f KM. When the models evaluate KM outcomes from 
the perspective of organizational performance, it means that the organization compares 
its performance to that of its competitors or to its performances in the past. Table 4 
summarized the evaluation criteria of KM outcomes. (Wu and Wang, 2006; Choi and 
Lee, 2002; Gold, Malhotra, and Segars, 2001; and Anatamula, 2007)
Table 4
Evaluation Criteria o f  K M  Outcomes
Individual Perspective Organization Performance Perspective
Help make decisions More successful
Acquire new knowledge and ideas Greater market share
Effectively manage and store knowledge Growing faster
Accomplish tasks more efficiently More profitable
Improve performance More innovative
Improve the quality of work life Improve coordination of efforts
Better Communication Rapid commercialization of new products 
The ability to anticipate changes 
Reduce redundancy o f information 
Improve communication 
Enhance collaboration 
Improve employee skills 
Improve productivity 
Better decision making
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Some models were developed to evaluate the success of KM. The following 
table summarizes the major components from different models.
Table 5
Summary o f  K M  Evaluation Models
Authors Criteria
Massey, Montoya-Weiss, KM strategy; Key managerial influences; Key
and Driscoll (2002) resources influences; Key environmental influences
Gold, Malhotra, and Segars Knowledge infrastructure capability (technology.
(2001) structure, and culture); Knowledge process capability 
(acquisition, conversion, application, and protection)
Jennex and Oilman (2006) System quality; Knowledge and information quality; 
Service quality; User satisfaction; Perceived benefits; 
Net benefits
DeLone and McLean (2003) System quality; Information quality; Service quality; 
Intention to use; Use; User satisfaction; Net benefits
Maier (2002) System quality; Information, communication, and 
knowledge quality; Knowledge specific service; 
User satisfaction; Individual impact; Impact on 
collectives o f people; Organizational impact
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Technology
Technology plays a critical role in the effectiveness of a KM system. KM needs 
an infrastructure that allows employees to transfer, communieate, and integrate 
information and knowledge from different departments (Teeee, 1998). Examples of 
knowledge management technology are business intelligence technology, collaboration 
and distributed learning technology, knowledge discovery technology, knowledge 
mapping technology, knowledge application technology, online discussion forums, 
shared space collaboration tools, enterprise information portals, document management 
system, search engine, mobile technologies, customer relationship management, 
enterprise resource planning, learning management systems, Internet, intranet, 
groupware, deeision support, and extranet (Gold et al., 2001; KPMG, 1998; Yuen, 
2007).
KM technologies and tools ean be viewed as the facilitators of KM practices. 
With proper technologies, organizations can extract and organize knowledge, make it 
accessible to employees, and even speed up the knowledge transfer. Khalifa, Lam, and 
Lee (2001) proposed technology fit as a criteria to measure KM success and it is 
defined as “he degree of fit between the functionality o f the employed tools and 
technologies and the requirement of the particular KM activity being supported”.
Knowledge mapping is frequently used by organizations to discover and 
establish relationships of knowledge assets to the core business processes. Tools that 
KM use include content management, e-leaming, web conferencing, collaborative 
software, data mining, data warehousing, virtual reality modeling, sharing forms.
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organizational learning, after action review, innovation, business intelligence, and 
communities of practice (Milam, 2001; Knowledge Management, 2008; Yuen, 2007).
Organizational Structure 
KM success is determined by technological infrastructure and the success of 
technology is closely related to organizational structure. Knowledge is useless if it 
cannot be transferred or distributed within the organization. An effective structure 
should allow and encourage employees to collaborate and share knowledge across the 
boundaries and across the supply chain (Gold et al., 2001). A flexible organizational 
structure can start with a functional area first and that will expand to the whole 
organization. An organization structure developed by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) 
combines formal organizational structure with a “non-hierarchical, self-organizing 
structure” to better facilitate the knowledge management process.
In additional to the formal organization structure, reward and incentive systems 
should also be structured. A structured reward system with well-defined policies 
clarifies the flow of information and how it should be accessed. An incentive program 
can also motivate employees to share their knowledge and to help others (O’Dell and 
Grayson, 1998).
Culture
Organizational culture affects the behaviors and attitudes of employees and has 
a huge impact on the effectiveness of KM. Culture consists of values, norms, and 
practices. Values show what employees believe is “worth doing or having” and their 
preferences for certain behaviors. Norms are the shared beliefs about how employees
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are expected to behave within an organization. Practices can be either formal or 
informal routines regarding how organizations implement tasks. Compared to values, 
norms and practices are more easily identified. Therefore, organizations should change 
their norms and practices instead of their values when adapting their culture to facilitate 
KM (Long, 1997).
Each organization has its own corporate culture. Organizational culture ean be a 
positive or negative force for the organization (Yang, 2007). The elements of an 
organization culture include its vision, or philosophy, and its management style. The 
primary purpose of a vision is to establish organizational objectives and values and to 
provide employees with guidance as to the direction of the company. The vision is not 
only a vision statement but can also initiate changes necessary for an organization to 
reach its desired goals (Leonard, 1995). The success and efficiency of an organization 
are determined by the alignment of its culture, employees and other resources structures. 
Therefore, there is no absolutely perfect corporate culture that is applicable to every 
organization. Instead, it is the combination of various factors.
The design of a knowledge management system is closely related to the 
organization culture (Mertins, Heisig, and Vorbeek, 2001). KM effectiveness requires a 
supportive culture that is established by employees recognizing the importance of KM 
to organizational objectives and it is more important that employees are willing to adapt 
to the new changes (Khalifa et ah, 2001). Moreover, employees should be capable of 
generating and organizing knowledge and applying it to existing problems (O’Dell and 
Grayson, 1998).
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Interactions among employees should be encouraged either formally or 
informally because employees will have better relationships and build trustworthiness. 
Proper employee interactions serve two purposes. First, communicating tacit knowledge 
between individuals or converting tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge would be 
easier. Second, transforming knowledge from individuals to the organization can be 
improved by employee interactions and collaboration (Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka and 
Takeuchi, 1995).
Knowledge Sharing
Knowledge sharing means the exchange o f employee knowledge, skills, and 
experiences. It ensures that the knowledge within the organization is available for 
employees when they need it, and its benefits include retaining intellectual assets and 
improving productivity. Studies have identified three elements that have a critical 
impact on knowledge sharing; knowledge sharing culture, information technology, and 
employees’ motivation (Jones, Cline, and Ryan, 2006; McDermott, and O ’Dell, 2001). 
Organizations and management provide a natural and friendly environment that enables 
employees to share their ideas and knowledge. Information technology capability is the 
required foundation for knowledge sharing.
Employee motivation can be analyzed in two aspects: extrinsic and intrinsic 
motivation. Extrinsic motivation means the perception of the value associated with 
knowledge sharing (Osterloh, and Frey, 2000). Employees will evaluate the cost and 
benefits of knowledge sharing to determine if they should share their knowledge. 
Extrinsic motivation has been proven to affect worker participation (Fenwick, and 
Olson, 1986). One typical tool of extrinsic motivation is organizational rewards.
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Intrinsic motivation means that employees can feel satisfied after providing useful 
information and helping colleagues. Although intrinsic motivation may not have the 
significant impact of extrinsic motivation, intrinsic motivation enables employees to 
have positive emotional associations with participation in knowledge sharing.
The key strategy for an effective organization is to ensure that information and 
knowledge is available when needed. Employees ean access the source internally or 
externally. External exchange is important because organizations can mutually access 
other organizations’ knowledge. Moreover, report findings from research institutions 
provide organizations with recent trend analysis.
Knowledge sharing has been recognized as the most important factor of KM 
success (Boek and Kim, 2002). Information and communication technologies can help 
in acquiring and transferring knowledge. However, technology is only a small part of 
knowledge sharing (Scott and Laws, 2006). People and organizational structure are the 
major elements. Hoarding behaviors are a major challenge for knowledge sharing. 
Employees within an organization may feel that they need to compete with each other, 
so they only intend to share partial knowledge (Wah, 2000).
Knowledge Process
Knowledge process must be effective to capture, store, and transform knowledge 
for KM to be successful. The fundamental meaning of knowledge process is the 
integration of knowledge. The success of knowledge integration is determined by three 
perspectives: scope of integration, flexibility o f integration, and efficiency of integration. 
The scope o f knowledge is defined by the variety of knowledge involved in the process. 
How well an organization can combine its knowledge affects the flexibility of
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integration. The efficiency of integration depends on the frequency and variability of 
processes. The more frequently an organization practices its KM practices and the less 
variable the KM processes, the more efficient the knowledge integration (Grant, 1996).
Two main types o f knowledge are tacit and explicit knowledge and knowledge 
conversion is the interaction between these two types of knowledge. Nonaka and 
Takeuchi (1995) proposed a knowledge conversion process that consists of four major 
elements: socialization, internalization, extemalization, and combination.
Socialization is from tacit to tacit knowledge and is a process o f transferring 
personal experiences and knowledge to others. Internalization is transferring explicit 
knowledge to tacit knowledge. Internalization could happen under two scenarios. First, 
people can gain tacit knowledge by actually doing the job or by following the manuals 
or documents. Second, employees can gain tacit knowledge by listening to others’ 
experiences. They can imagine themselves experiencing similar cases.
Extemalization is from tacit to explicit knowledge and is the process of 
converting knowledge and experience into explicit concepts via dialogues and collective 
reflection. Combination is from explicit to explicit knowledge and intends to systemize 
different types o f explicit knowledge into a KM system. Training and formal education 
are examples of combination.
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Tacit Knowledge To Explieit Knowledge
Tacit Knowledge 
From
Explicit Knowledge
Socialization Extemalization
Internalization Combination.
Figure 2. Four Modes o f Knowledge Conversion
From “Knowledge Conversion,” by I. Nonaka, and H. Takeuchi, 1995, the Knowledge- 
Creating Company. New York, NY: Oxford University Press Inc, p. 135. Copyright by
Oxford University Press Inc.
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Various researches have proposed different required elements o f knowledge 
process (see Table 6).
Table 6
Knowledge Process
Authors Proposed Aspeets
Angus and Patel (1998) Knowledge gathering; Knowledge organizing; 
Knowledge refining; Knowledge disseminating
Davenport and Prusak (1998) Knowledge generation; Knowledge codifieation and 
eoordination; Knowledge transfer
Alavi and Leidner (2001) Knowledge ereation; Knowledge storage and retrieval ; 
Knowledge transfer; Knowledge applieation
Gold, Malhotra, and Knowledge acquisition; Knowledge conversion;
Segars (2001) Knowledge application; Knowledge protection
Holsapple and Jones (2004) Knowledge acquisition; Knowledge selection ; 
Knowledge generation; Knowledge assimilation; 
Knowledge emission
Peachey, Hall, and Knowledge creation; Knowledge storage and retrieval ;
Cegielski (2007) Knowledge transfer; Knowledge application; Knowledge 
roles and skills
Success Factors and Barriers o f  K M
Successful integration of KM and training relies on several major factors. First, 
people do not like to share their knowledge because they may be afraid of being
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replaced if they share what they know. Management should encourage knowledge 
sharing by providing tangible rewards and creating a culture that supports that. Second, 
employees may be resistant to the new system or new process due to the time limit and 
the lack of KM knowledge. Proper training in a new system is necessary to reduce 
employees’ anxiety (Milam, 2001; Rossett, 1999).
Three approaches applied by Hostler (2005) reflected three key factors -  people, 
process, and technology—  that determine the success of KM. Knowledge harvesting, 
mentoring, data reporting, and incentives are related to the people factor. The process 
faetor involves the concept of best practices. Data warehousing, intranet, and portals 
belong to the technology factor.
National Singapore University found the reasons organizations resist KM were 
“lack o f awareness and understanding,” “lack of time,” “fear o f job loss,” “comfort of 
the status and afraid of unknown,” and “organization history and culture” (Yuen, 2007). 
BML Consulting (2002) revealed the threats to KM and they are “Everyday use did not 
integrate into normal working place,” “Lack of user uptake due to poor 
communication,” “Users do not see personal benefits,” “Senior management was not 
behind it,” “Lack of training,” “Lack of time to learn,” and “Unsuccessful due to 
technical problems.”
A survey conducted by Knowledge Management magazine revealed the top five 
reasons that inhibit organizations from implementing KM: “Employees do not have 
time for KM,” “Current culture does not encourage knowledge sharing,” “Lack of 
understanding of KM and benefits,” “Inability to measure the financial benefits of KM” 
and “Lack of skills in KM techniques” (Milam, 2001).
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Those barriers can be resolved by the strategies of change management. Change 
management is defined as “a set of processes that is employed to ensure that significant 
changes are implemented in an orderly, eontrolled and systematie fashion to effect 
organizational change” (What is Change Management? 2008). A model called ADKAR 
developed by Prosei identified five required criteria for suecessfiil change management 
(Change Management, 2008). They are:
• Awareness -  why changes are needed.
• Desire -  motivation to participate in changes.
• Knowledge -  possess knowledge and know how to change.
• Ability -  practice new skills and behaviors to make changes happen.
• Reinforcement -  sustain the change.
KM barriers could be from the HR department. Training professionals may 
worry about losing their jobs because KM can perform the same functions as HR 
employees, sometimes better. Implementing KM would change the role o f HR. The 
change should make training professionals more valuable to the organization because 
they will not only contribute to personnel functions but organizational strategies (Milam, 
2001; Rossett, 1999).
Cost is always a concern especially when the project involves a huge investment. 
KM budget could have different sources. The survey findings from KPMG (1998) 
showed some major KM budget sources and they are “Spread from all departments,” IT, 
Finance, and Marketing. Since implementing KM can be costly and time consuming, 
the benefits of KM should be demonstrated to persuade all the people who will be 
involved in KM projects, both employees and management. It will be easier for
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employees to accept the new system if they can understand its benefits. Management 
will be more willing to provide funding when they can perceive the benefits of KM. 
Seeley and Dietrick (2000) indicated that a well-developed framework to evaluate the 
system effectiveness is a perquisite if  the investment of a KM project exceeds one 
million dollars. This emphasizes the importance of a reliable evaluation praetice.
Major KM success factors identified by Australian Local Government 
Association are “Management buy-in,” data integration across all levels; change 
management, and applying case studies to demonstrate the benefits of KM (Australian 
Local Government Association, 2003).
Although organizations can benefit from KM applications, no single approach 
can guarantee its success. It takes time, energy, and resources to reach the desired 
results of KM. Organizations should start to create awareness by communicating the 
mechanism and benefits of KM to their employees. Identifying current organizational 
issues and challenges can help ensure that KM will be beneficial for the organization. 
The success of KM requires a match among the strategies and goals of the organization, 
its culture, and KM practices. In addition to embedding KM within organizational 
business processes, other learning processes and tools should also be incorporated with 
KM in order to achieve the best results from the knowledge learning process (Collison 
and Parcell, 2001; White, 2006).
Launching a pilot test and starting with something simple can contribute to the 
success of KM. Trying something simple first can both increase the possibility of 
success and also show employees that the new application will not take too much effort. 
Implementing a new system requires cooperation and commitment from all employees.
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Employees will be more willing to participate in the new application if they see that the 
new system will not take too much time or effort. From a financial perspective, a pilot 
test can avoid further investment in the application if management can detect the failure 
of the new system at the early stage.
Kondo (2006) explained the reasons some organizations have invested a lot in 
KM but not received the desired results. Demonstrating KM can meet the business goals 
or even have a good return on investment is a key to get management sponsorship of 
KM. Not all knowledge is useful and collecting and storing information can be costly. 
Therefore, analyzing the knowledge and avoiding redundant knowledge is important to 
the KM success. By providing rewards and recognition, employees will feel more 
motivated to participate in the project and share knowledge. Phased implementation can 
save organizations effort and money if they detect failures at the early stage.
KM is not only about technology. IT should be viewed as a facilitator, not the 
main focus. Although the benefits of KM have been demonstrated, KM does not 
guarantee the desired outcomes. Organizations should understand the purpose of KM 
and what organization objectives KM can achieve before implementing it. The success 
of KM takes effort and support from the whole organization to achieve its desired 
outcomes. Building trust and encouraging employees to share knowledge is critical for 
KM.
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Table 7
Summary o f  K M  Barriers and Solutions
Barriers Solutions
Knowledge sharing (Individuals hesitate to 
share knowledge or the organization culture 
does not encourage knowledge sharing.)
• Provide rewards to encourage knowledge 
sharing (Milam 2001; Rossett, 1999; 
Kondo, 2006)
• Provide intangible compensation, such as 
recognition of those who contribute to 
knowledge sharing (Kondo, 2006)
Unsure of the new system due to a lack of 
understanding of KM and skills
• Educate employees and management 
about the benefits of KM
• Train employees to use the new system 
(Milam, 2001; Rossett, 1999)
Lack of management support • Develop a framework to evaluate the 
system effectiveness to prove its 
worthiness. (Seeley and Dietrick, 2000)
• Demonstrate that KM can meet business 
goals (Kondo, 2006)
The ultimate results from KM may not be 
reached.
• Ensure that KM matches with strategies 
and goals of the organization (Collison 
and Parcell, 2001)
• Apply KM with other businesses and 
learning processes (White, 2006)
• Analyze organizational knowledge 
carefully (Kondo, 2006)
Possibility of KM failures • Launch a pilot test (White, 2006)
• Experiment on something easy first. 
(White, 2006)
• Implement in phases (Kondo, 2006)
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
This chapter covers the research design, sample and data collection, data 
analysis procedures, and reliability and validity. Qualitative case studies and descriptive 
research designs with interviews were applied to accomplish the study objectives. 
Qualitative research serves three purposes: diagnosing a situation, screening alternatives, 
and discovering new ideas. It helps researchers diagnose the dimensions of a situation 
and set priorities for research (Zikmund, 2003). The major objective of this study is to 
understand the perception of managers in the hotel industry of KM and KM utility. This 
is why qualitative method is applicable for this study.
Research Design
This study applied qualitative methodology and the combination of case studies 
and interviews. Qualitative study can describe a new phenomenon, understand the 
processes, and discover unspecified variables. Four major sources of data for a 
qualitative research study are interviews, observations, case studies, and documents. 
Determining the best collection method depends on which sources o f data can best
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answer the study questions. Researchers should determine the most practical, efficient, 
and feasible method by which to collect the data.
The focus of an interview is individual live experiences while the focus of case 
study is a group, culture or an organization. Major data collection methods for case 
study are document analysis, interviewing, and observation. The study attempts to 
understand individual hotel executives’ perceptions of KM and also to explore the KM 
applications in different casino hotels.
In-depth interviews are appropriate if  a researcher focuses on individual lived 
experience, while case studies are more applicable when the focus is groups or 
organizations. Interviews are “a conversion with a purpose” (Marshall and Rossman, 
1999) that allow researchers to collect large amounts of data in a relatively short time. 
However, cooperation from the interviewees is required in order to get useful 
information. Characteristics of interviews include social, interview controls, 
quantifiable and comparable information, and assumed hypothesis test.
Interviews range from highly structured with specific questions to unstructured 
with no predetermined questions. Most interviews fall in between these two extremes 
(Merriam, 2002). This study applied semi-structured interviews to collect the data and 
the interview questions fall into two sections: The first section, with closed-ended 
questions, investigates participants’ attitudes and perceptions of KM related factors. The 
second section, with open-ended questions, explores KM utility at casino hotels.
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Closed-Ended Questions 
One purpose of this study is to explore the attitudes and perceptions of managers. 
An attitude is “an enduring disposition to respond consistently in a given manner to 
various aspects o f the world” (Zikmund, 2003), and attitudes can be used to predict 
intentions and behaviors. Various rating scales can be applied to measure attitudes, such 
as category scales, numerical scales, the Likert scale, and semantic differential. Closed- 
ended questions were designed based on KM success factors and were mainly adapted 
from previous studies. The responses to these questions will contribute to the other 
purpose of this study, which is to establish a framework to evaluate the KM success in 
the hotel industry. Each question is measured by multiple items. Multiple items are 
believed to be able to improve the reliability and validity of the measures. All questions 
are measured on a seven Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). 
The Likert scale has the advantage of standardizing relative effects (Gold et al., 2001).
Gold et al. (2001) analyzed KM success from the perspective of organizational 
capabilities. Organizational capabilities have two aspects: knowledge infrastructure 
capabilities and knowledge process capabilities. Knowledge infrastructure capabilities 
include technology, organization structure, and culture, while knowledge process 
capabilities cover acquisition, conversion, application, and protection.
The model developed by Gold et al. matches the principles of KM success 
proposed by Hostler (2005), which are technology, people and process. Technology 
focuses on the application of technological resources to maximize the KM functions. 
KM involves change management and requires organization culture and structure to 
support the new change.
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The elosed-ended questions are grouped into five categories based on the five 
KM success factors: technology, organization structure, culture, knowledge sharing and 
knowledge process.
Technology (T)
• My company has clear rules for categorizing its product and process 
knowledge. (T l)
• My company uses technology to monitor its competitors and business 
partners.(T2)
• My company uses technology that allows employees to retrieve and apply 
knowledge for their jobs. (T3)
Organization Structure (OS)
• The structure of my company promotes group/collective behaviors rather 
than individual behaviors. (OSl)
• The structure of my company facilitates the exchange or transfer of 
knowledge across departments. (0S2)
• Employees are readily accessible.(0S3)
Culture (C)
• Employees understand the importance of knowledge to corporate success. 
(C l)
• On-the-job training and learning are encouraged. (C2)
• Employees are valued for their individual expertise. (C3)
• Senior management clearly supports the importance of knowledge. (C4)
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Knowledge Sharing (KS)
• My company rewards employees for knowledge sharing. (KSl)
• Employees in my company enjoy sharing their knowledge with colleagues. 
0&S2)
• The benefits o f sharing knowledge outweigh the costs.(KS3)
Knowledge Process (KP)
• My company has processes for acquiring and generating knowledge. (KPl)
• My company has processes for absorbing knowledge from individuals into 
the organization and vice versa. (KP2)
• My company has processes for organizing and integrating different sources 
and types of knowledge. (KP3)
• My company has processes for applying knowledge learned from 
experiences. (KP4)
• My company makes knowledge accessible to those who need it. (KP5)
• My company has incentives to encourage the protection of knowledge. (KP6)
• My company has technology to protect some types of knowledge. (KP7)
• Knowledge that is restricted is clearly identified. (KP8)
Open-Ended Questions
Open-ended questions can generate a wide range of responses. A benchmarking 
survey found that the majority of the organizations interviewed considered KM to be a 
corporate culture. The most important business processes of KM are understanding 
markets and customers, developing products and services, managing improvements and
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changes, and information management. Approximately 25% of the organizations have 
applied KM for over six years (Heisig, and Vorbeck, 2001).
The objective of open-ended questions is to generate specific variables related to 
KM that hotel managers perceive as important, which can then be compared to the 
variables identified form the literature review. The following are the open-ended 
questions used in this study.
• How do you define Knowledge Management (KM)? What is KM to you?
• What is KM to your company?
• How long have KM practices been applied in your company? Or, does your 
company plan to implement KM?
• Which business processes does your company apply KM for? (Ex: marketing, 
products development, accounting, etc.)
• Which human resource practices does your company apply KM for? (Ex: 
training needs analysis, performance appraisal, etc.)
• Who is involved in the KM project? How long did it take, from planning, to
implement KM?
• Why did your company adopt KM?
• What are the challenges of KM?
• What are the successful factors of KM?
• Does KM improve your organizational performance?
• How does your company evaluate the success of KM? Are there any evaluation 
frameworks?
Sample and Data Collection
The case study subjects were HR executives at major casino hotels in Las Vegas, 
for several reasons. First, KM usually requires capital and large organizations have the
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necessary resources. Second, large hotels with greater employee base would require 
KM applications. Fifteen of the twenty largest hotels in the world are located in Las 
Vegas (Largest Hotels in the World, 2008). Third, KM is usually part o f Human 
Resources or Information Technology. According to a survey by KPMG (1998), the 
people responsible for KM initiatives are the Chief Information Officer, IT personnel. 
Director of Business Improvement, and HR personnel. Fourth, the people within an 
organization who are most involved in the KM project are the executives or directors. It 
was assumed therefore that HR executives or directors at major casino hotels would 
have the best understanding of KM and provide insightful information about KM 
practices and its applications.
Qualitative studies usually use nonrandom and purposeful samples. Probability 
sampling may be preferred due to the sampling error reduction. However, 
nonprobability sampling was applied for this study. The interview subjects were 
selected by the researcher based on the purpose and the nature of the study. Two types 
of nonprobability sampling were used: convenience and judgment (purposive) sampling. 
Convenience sampling refers to sampling people who are most conveniently available. 
Hotels in Las Vegas were chosen because they were located nearby. HR executives 
were selected because they match the characteristics o f the study. This study requires 
the information and insights of people who are familiar with KM applications.
Interview candidates were selected based on the size o f the hotel and their 
positions. Those candidates are HR executives or directors from major casino hotels in 
Las Vegas. Interview invitations describing the purpose of the study with interview
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questions attached were emailed to ten potential candidates. Four of them agreed to 
conduct an interview at a time of their choosing.
Each interview lasted approximately one hour. A digital recorder was used to 
record the interviews. Prior to the interviews, the interview subjects and the interviewer 
spent some time sharing backgrounds. The interview subjects gave permission to record 
and were informed that their anonymity and that of their organization would be 
maintained before starting the interviews. Appreciation for the subjects’ cooperation 
was expressed. It is important to show the interview subjects that their opinions and 
views are valuable. A transcriber was hired to transcribe the interviews.
Data Analysis Procedures 
Qualitative research data analysis is a “search for general statements about 
relationships among categories of data and it builds grounded theory” (Strauss and 
Corbin, 1997). Qualitative data are extraordinarily complex and converting them into 
codes can be difficult. It is suggested that literature review and preliminary research 
questions can be used as guidelines for data analysis and coding (Marshall et al., 1999). 
These predetermined codes or categories should be listed prior to the analysis and be 
adjusted during the process.
The interviews contained both open-ended and closed-ended questions. 
Descriptive statistics were applied to analyze the data from closed-ended questions 
while a qualitative data analysis method was used for open-ended questions. The 
sample size was small, which might be an issue for quantitative statistics. However, the
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purpose o f the study is to explore a general understanding of how hotel executives view 
KM, not to generalize the findings to all hotels.
The qualitative data analysis involved several steps. First, the transcripts were 
read several times to generate a whole sense of the responses before breaking the data 
into meaning units. Second, the constant comparative method or content analysis 
method was used to capture the themes and patterns from the interview transcripts. 
Glaser (2001) stated “Constant comparison means to constantly code new data and 
compare them with already developed codes to generate concepts in order to generate a 
conceptual and saturated theory.” Some words and patterns are coding categories and 
particular research questions and literature review may generate categories.
Categorizing sorted the code words around a particular concept. The researcher 
analyzed the transcripts, coded data, and tried to generate some coding categories and 
relationships. Data was coded and compared within each interview transcript. General 
or major coding categories were created and then more detailed codes were assigned to 
corresponding major categories. Finally, themes and concepts were compared among 
interviews.
Three major coding approaches for qualitative research are open, axial, and 
selective coding. Open coding codes and categorizes the data to represent the concept 
underlying the phenomenon through examination and observation. Both creativity and 
theoretical foundations are needed to name code categories. Axial coding is the opposite 
of open coding. Axial coding attempts to identify categories and subcategories and 
make connections among them. On the other hand, open coding can be used to develop
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more abstract categories. Selective coding integrates coding categories to develop a 
substantive theory (Strauss and Corbin, 1990).
Reliability and Validity 
Criteria that can be applied to evaluate research quality are reliability, internal 
validity, and external validity. Validity means that the research is able to measure what 
the researcher intends to measure. Reliability and validity should be compared together. 
High reliability in research does not guarantee high validity.
The following discusses reliability and internal validity. External validity or 
generalizability will be mentioned in the limitation section o f Chapter 5. Reliability 
refers to whether similar results can be obtained over time and is “the degree to which 
measures are free from error and therefore yield consistent results” (Zikmund, 2003). It 
can be difficult for replications o f qualitative research to yield consistent results because 
human behaviors are constantly changing. However, this does not make the qualitative 
research less valuable. Rather than insisting on the same results, reliability should be 
measured by whether the results make sense to other people. That would indicate that 
the results are consistent and dependable. Furthermore, an important instrument in any 
qualitative study is the researcher. Researcher reliability can be improved with more 
training and greater experience (Merriam, 2002).
Internal validity refers to measuring reality. It is to ensure that the researchers 
are measuring what they think they are measuring. The focus of the qualitative study is 
to uncover a phenomenon and to understand human behavior, not to restrict it to 
numbers or predetermined categories. Researchers discover the reality o f a situation by
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interpreting events and objects. This is why internal validity can be viewed as strength 
of qualitative study (Merriam, 2002). Two strategies for improving internal validity 
were used for this study: peer review and audit trail. The dissertation committee 
members read and commented on the research and determined whether the findings are 
valid or acceptable. At the same time, the researcher documented the details of the 
research process, including the logistics of research design, data collection procedures, 
and sources o f categories and codes. This documentation allows others to understand 
how the results were obtained.
Knowledge
Process
Technology
Organization
Structure
Culture
Knowledge
Sharing
KM Success
Figure 3. Proposed Evaluation Model of KM Success.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Writing the results of qualitative research should depend on the audience o f the 
report because no standard format is set for reporting qualitative research (Merriam, 
2002). Qualitative data is descriptive and presented in the form of words instead of 
numbers. Data analysis in qualitative research often also involves data interpretation. 
Data interpretation means developing ideas about the findings and relating them to the 
research questions or literature review. Raw qualitative data has no inherent meaning 
and requires interpretation to make its meaning clear.
This chapter presents the results of interviews with Human Resources executives 
from major casino hotels in Las Vegas on their approach to knowledge management. It 
is divided into two sections: findings from closed-ended questions and findings from 
open-ended questions. Findings from closed-ended questions were presented in 
descriptive statistics. Responses from open-ended questions were coded into categories 
and themes and concepts were generated by developing relationships among categories. - 
Themes generated are ‘KM means technology, knowledge sharing, and financial goals.’ 
‘Hotel operations, marketing, and training are perceived the main KM functions.’ 
‘Expected benefits of KM are customer service improvement, sharing of best practices, 
and understanding competitors,’ and ‘Major KM challenges are knowledge sharing,
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change resistance, and knowledge transfer. ’ Assumptions mentioned in Chapter 1 were 
also examined.
Findings of Closed-Ended Questions 
Qualitative reports are often represented by quantitative data in the form of 
descriptive statistics (Bogdan and Biklen, 2003). Two descriptive statistics approaches 
were applied to analyze the data from closed-ended questions: analysis of five KM 
success factors (Technology, Organization Structure, Culture, Knowledge Sharing, and 
Knowledge Process) and analysis of individual items (details) that were used to measure 
these five factors.
Table 8
Descriptive Statistics o f  Five Factors (Overall)
Mean SD
Technology (T) 5.8889 38490
Organization Structure (OS) 5.1111 1.57527
Culture (C) 5.6875 .47324
Knowledge Sharing (KS) 5.6667 .47140
Knowledge Process (KP) 5.6250 1.00000
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The interview subjects had similar attitudes towards Culture, Knowledge 
Sharing, and Knowledge Process (mean = 5.69, 5.67, and 5.63). They tended to agree 
that their organizations were equipped with the culture, knowledge sharing mentality 
and knowledge process necessary for KM practices. Both Technology and 
Organizational Structure are important for the effectiveness of KM and Technology 
alone cannot function without a proper Organizational Structure. Among the five factors. 
Technology had the highest mean (mean = 5.89) while Organizational Structure had the 
lowest (mean = 5.11). This may indicate that the organizations interviewed do not have 
sufficient structure to support KM despite advanced technology.
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Table 9
Descriptive Statistics o f  Five Factors (Individual Items)
Factors Mean SD
Tl 6.0000 .00000
T2 6.0000 1.00000
T3 5.5000 37735
OSl 5.0000 1.41421
OS2 4.7500 1.25831
0S3 6.0000 1.73205
Cl 4.0000 1.15470
C2 6.2500 .50000
C3 6.5000 37735
C4 6.0000 31650
KSl 3.3333 2.30940
KS2 5.7500 1.25831
KS3 6.6667 37735
KPl 6.0000 .81650
KP2 5.0000 2.00000
KP3 5.3333 1.52753
KP4 5.0000 .81650
KP5 6.0000 1.00000
KP6 5.5000 2.38048
KP7 6.5000 37735
KP8 6.6667 37735
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Analyzing individual items can lead to a better understanding of their 
contributions to the overall factors. The interview subjects fell between “Agree” and 
“Agree somewhat” to eighteen out of a total of twenty-one items. They were less sure 
that “The structure of my company facilitates the exchange or transfer of knowledge 
across departments” (mean = 4.75), and “Employees understand the importance of 
knowledge to corporate success” (mean = 4). Organizational Structure had the lowest 
mean, perhaps because the subjects do not think that their organizational structure 
facilitates knowledge transfer. The item with the lowest mean (3.33) was “My 
organization rewards knowledge sharing.” It seems that the interview subjects’ 
organizations do not focus on motivating employees to share knowledge.
Findings of Open-Ended Questions
The interview data were coded and organized into categories. The coding 
categories were mainly derived from research questions and the literature review. 
Themes and concepts were generated from coding categories and their relationships. 
Not all open-ended questions were answered by each interview subject. It depends on 
whether the subjects are familiar with the concept of KM and their organizations. Table 
11 summarized codes and their corresponding categories.
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Table 10
Coding Categories and Codes
Coding Categories Codes Frequency
Definitions and Property engagement 5
Perceptions of KM Financial budgeting; Finance; 
Financial team; Financial results; 
Financial input; Financial information; 
Financial goals
17
E-learning; Online training; 
Learning system;
Learning management system (2)
8
Analytical; Analyze; Analysis; 
Systematic (2)
13
Database 19
Technology; IT; Technology-driven (1) 25
Electronic platform (2); Platform (2); 
Systems
31
Sharing (share) knowledge;
Sharing information; Information sharing; 
Share data; Sharing best practices (3); 
Communicate information ( 1 )
16
Components and Call center 3
Functions of KM Hotel; Hotel operations; Reservation (3) 14
Marketing 17
Products 9
HR; Human Resources 13
Train; Training; Training modules; 
On-the-job training; Class training; Learning;
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Learn; Learned; Supervisory training; 
Service training; Learning programs; 
Teach; Instruct
Expected Benefits of KM Understanding Competitors; Competitors; 8
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Other properties
Best practices 17
Strategically response; React; Proactive; 
Efficiency; Research; Problem-solving; 
Avoid repeat
12
Guest service; Customer service;
Customer driven; Good service;
Continuous improvement(3);
Customer information; Bring people back; 
Customer preferences; Guest playing habits (1)
24
Knowledge Process 
(Technology)
Filter down information; Gather information; 
Gathering data; Integration;
Pull the data out (2); Exchange knowledge (1)
11
Process; Formal processes 14
Access; Accessing
Security access (1); Review (2);
Download (1)
23
Update; Change 4
Challenges of KM Change resistance; Resist;
Resistance to change; New change initiatives (1); 
Change management (3); Faster transition (1)
18
Suck out; Transfer of knowledge; 
Extract knowledge;
Pull out of the employees’ brains
15
Knowledge sharing 38
Culture 16
Leadership; Leaders (1) 9
Mentor; Mentoring 5
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K M  Definitions
The interview subjects shared some common ideas of KM when asked to define 
it. KM means technology, knowledge sharing, and financial goals. Definition is a 
statement o f the meaning of an issue, event or object. The KM definition questions were 
asked so that instantaneous perceptions could be obtained that would lead to a more 
truthful answer. Among the ideas shared in common, technology related terms, such as 
database, system, and platforms, were mentioned frequently.
“I’m going to go about it then from a database perspective. So how you define 
Knowledge Management is we have an entire database, and it’s our tracking 
system, or total rewards, and so how do you define it as our database is of 
players, and their preferences, and their playing habits.”
“There’s more formal systems, and some of them that we would have in place 
such as, you know, marketing, databases with customers’ information, and so 
forth.”
Knowledge sharing has always been identified as an important element of KM. 
Research has shown that one of the KM applications is sharing best practice, and the 
reason why Ritz-Carlton Hotel applies KM is for best practices (Kabene et al., 2006; 
Call, 2005). Knowledge sharing and best practices were reflected in the interview 
subjects’ responses.
“Well, I think Knowledge Management to me means having the process in place 
where you share knowledge on a very broad cross-functional kind of base to 
where people can access almost a database of knowledge, for best practices, you 
know, so you have some form o f an electronic platform that people can go in.”
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In additional to technology and knowledge sharing, financial goals were also associated 
with KM. The bottom line for organizations is to reach financial goals. One subject 
defined KM this way:
“It is about financial budgeting. It is related to a database and finance to some 
degree. There is lots of technology between databases. Technology makes stuff 
available for employees.”
The KM definition that the researcher views as the most comprehensive among 
all interview subjects is the following:
“Knowledge Management as accessing information, sharing it, on a need-to- 
know basis, to either increase the professionalism or the value o f the individual 
employee, which then increases the performance of the department, which at the 
end of the day increases my bottom line.. .out o f those subsets comes best 
practices. Who can we look at, or what can we learn from those kinds of things 
to make our operation, you know, better? And then, if  you tie that in with this, 
you know, we could get into, you know, a lot of things of quality .. .it’s really 
about, how do we use information, and data.”
K M  Functions
The hotel industry has utilized information technology to different fields in 
order to improve organizational effectiveness. According to Kabene et al. (2006), the 
areas that apply to KM most are training and learning, customer relationships 
management, and sharing of best practices. Three KM functions or tools identified in 
this study are hotel operations, marketing, and training. The key connecting these three 
functions is service quality. The success of a hotel depends on customer satisfaction
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and loyalty. KM provides a competitive advantage and improves operations in the hotel 
industry by eapturing and reusing knowledge internally or externally and ineorporating 
it into operations (Bouneken et al., 2002). The following statement from one interview 
subjeet revealed that the information between hotel operations and marketing needs to 
be shared for a hotel suecess.
“[T]he marketing funetion works very closely with the hotel. And the hotel 
shares a lot o f information with Marketing. We do a lot o f surveys and that 
survey is an integration o f gathering data, OK, and that data is then shared with 
Marketing to— and then it eould basieally help..., selling more rooms, or how 
can we get more conventions in here? .. .that’s knowledge sharing based on, you 
know, surveys, foeus groups, .. .then that knowledge is then shared and driven 
by different initiatives in Marketing, and then it’s embraeed in the Vice- 
President of Hotel Operations.”
The degree to which employees possess knowledge of customer preferences and 
eorresponding serviee proeedures determines the quality of serviee. However, the hotel 
industry may find it difficult to retain such knowledge due to high employee turnover. 
Examples that hotels apply KM for the marketing area are:
“For marketing, eustomer serviee, building the business, you know, bringing 
people baek, beeause you know we collect data to see what their preferences are, 
preferenees of room.”
Training enables employees to apply what they have learned to their jobs in the 
hope that to do so will improve the effectiveness of the organization. The focus of 
training is service quality and serviee quality is a large part of what differentiates
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organizations from the competition. This is why constant training is required for 
organizations to stay competitive. The interview subjects indicated that their hotels 
apply KM to facilitate training.
“And what human resources practices does the company apply knowledge 
management for? Well, we do a training analysis on our training programs.” 
“Obviously there are certain programs that you learn across the board regardless. 
Compliance, everybody gets that, and then there are special courses that you 
need in a division. It could be supervisory training, it might be service training.” 
O f HR functions, training was the most frequently referenced. Other HR 
functions, such as performance appraisals and organization policies sharing, are also 
part of KM practices. Hotels can utilize the information in KM to evaluate employee 
performance and to exchange organization rules and news.
“When it comes to performance appraisals, it’s the same. We watch our bell 
curve, to make sure that we are looking at our data to make sure it’s a true bell 
curve, because if you think about most performance or most anything to 
evaluate it all pretty much falls against the bell curve. So we use Knowledge 
Management a lot in HR.”
“Employees can do the reviews online, they get updates on changes in policies 
and procedures, they get information in terms of, you know, news about the 
company, and so those kind of things HR shares across the board.”
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Expected Benefits o f  K M
Organizations should apply a standardized framework to evaluate KM 
effeetiveness and the framework eriteria are usually derived from the expected results. 
The results of expected benefits were generated from the question ‘Why does your 
organization apply KM?’ and from some common factors the interview subjects believe 
are important for hotel operations. Expected benefits of KM are eustomer service 
improvement, share o f best practices, and understanding competitors. The following 
are some examples of their impressions.
“I think what we do is we’re really sharing best practices, and we go to different 
companies and we also shop different competitors, you know, we have people 
that will go over and walk through a hotel to see what they’re doing and how 
they do it differently. That’s really what we’re after, that knowledge around the 
best practices.”
“W e’re constantly, you know, looking at what other competitors are doing, and 
evaluating it, and then incorporating that into our business, as well as we’re 
constantly generating our own ideas, testing things, so that we become a leader 
in certain initiatives.”
Best practices develop a standard of methods, policies, and processes that allow 
organizations to achieve their goals. Gathering practices and information from 
competitors and constantly testing procedures can help determine best practices. Service 
quality is another reason why hotels adopt KM.
“It’s updating them on [what] they need to know, different events, so that 
they’re aware o f it, so that they can improve guest service”.
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Major K M  Challenges
One of the most critical factors for the effeetiveness of KM is the sharing of 
knowledge. Three elements that can facilitate knowledge sharing are knowledge sharing 
eulture, information and communication technology, and employee motivation. Major 
KM challenges are knowledge sharing, change resistance, and knowledge transfer. 
People are reluctant to share their knowledge for a variety of reasons. Three reasons 
were categorized from answers of interview subjects.
• Afraid of being replaced. Professional territorialism.
“Some leaders are open books and want to share all— everything that they know. 
And then you may have others who maybe aren’t as secure in their skills, and 
that’s a good point, would withhold knowledge, afraid that perhaps if they 
shared it someone could do their job.”
• Sensitivity of eustomer information
“When you think about it I mean yeah, a little more paranoid industry, the 
gaming. Gaming more so than the hotel. Yeah, beeause of customers’ 
information. And is it because w e’ve always—hold things so closely, you know, 
with customers and that whole, I don’t want to say paranoia but you know you 
have everybody watching everybody when it comes to money and so forth, so 
are we so afraid that if we were to put the knowledge out into a system, would it 
be more vulnerable?”
• Lack of incentives for knowledge sharing. Knowledge sharing is not part of 
performance evaluation.
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“And the thing is, is on our review, what matters—what matters to your boss 
matters to you, and on our review, when it comes to what success looks like, it 
doesn’t have anything that’s measured—here’s another way to put it. What’s 
measured matters. What measures matters. Right? And we’re not measured on 
knowledge sharing.”
Change resistance occurs when new processes, systems, or applications are 
introduced. The goal of change management is to apply standardized procedures to 
handle all changes in order to minimize negative impact.
Some interview subjects felt that change resistance can be a challenge to the 
success of KM. Change resistance may be due to the lack of understanding of a new 
application, and the time and effort it consumes.
“Change resistance. We constantly put on classrooms and keep employees 
learning. We are constantly doing it and we just do not realize we are already 
doing it. We do not call it knowledge management. It is engagement. When you 
call it a new program, people will resist.”
“Well, in not knowing maybe enough about systems but I—the types of systems, 
but I think a challenge may be time.”
One subject not only mentioned ‘change resistance” as a challenge but suggested 
solutions for it that are consistent with the strategies and principles of change 
management.
“It’s important that we make sure that when we launch new technology, that 
people understand it, that they understand how to use it, and most importantly 
understand how it’s going to benefit them. That reduces resistance to ehange.”
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Knowledge transfer refers to the transfer o f knowledge from one part of the 
organization to another. The goal of knowledge transfer is the same as the overall 
objective o f KM: to acquire, organize and distribute the knowledge. Challenges of 
knowledge transfer are as follows (Malhorta, 2002; Knowledge transfer, 2008):
• Inability to recognize or articulate highly intuitive competencies (tacit 
knowledge)
• Lack of absoptive capacity
• Personal differences -  language, areas o f expertise, and culture
• Lack of trust
• Incentive and reward issues
• Inability to tolerate mistakes
Knowledge sharing itself may not be an issue. Knowing how to transfer 
knowledge correctly is more important. Organizations should establish a meehanism by 
which experienced employees can convey their tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge, 
and a framework to measure the transfer.
“My organization hires knowledgeable and highly edueated people from 
Harvard and Yale. It is difficult to suck out their knowledge by disciplines. It is 
diffieult to facilitate the transfer of their knowledge. Sharing knowledge is a big 
issue in terms of doing it correctly not sharing knowledge itself.”
It can be especially difficult for organizations to extract and retain employee knowledge 
when the turnover rate is high.
“I think this would be interesting if this was the road you’re heading down is, 
what employees have, you know, for example. I’m a nineteen-year employee, I
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have knowledge, in my brain, that if  I were to leave goes with me. And how do 
you extract that?”
Assumptions Test
The study assumptions were examined as follows:
Assumption 1 : Hotels do not utilize/install KM because they do not fully 
understand the definition of KM and how it works. KM is a relatively new concept for 
the hotel industry. Most interview subjeets did not show that they understand the 
meaning and mechanism of KM and its processes. One subject even wondered why 
hotels need to adopt a new application if the current business practices work well. This 
indicates the importance of management buy-in. From the perspective o f change 
management, organizations need to understand why they should apply KM and how to 
make the neeessary changes in order to have successful KM. Assumption 1 is partially 
true beeause other factors may affect hoteliers’ willingness to apply KM. For example, 
the practieality of KM may be a critieal concern.
Assumption 2: The hotel industry perceives that KM can be beneficial. 
Assumption 2 is true. Hotel HR executives believe KM can lead to improved service 
quality, shared best practices, and an understanding of the competition although they 
may not implement a formalized KM system.
Assumption 3: Factors important to the success o f KM include technology, 
organizational structure, culture, knowledge sharing, and knowledge process. The three 
major challenges for KM success identified by the interview subjects are knowledge 
sharing, change management, and knowledge transfer. Organizations should have a
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culture that supports knowledge sharing. Change management usually required the 
involvement of all organizational processes to reduce change resistance. The 
effectiveness of knowledge transfer and KM is determined by organizational structure 
and knowledge process. Therefore, assumption 3 is true. However, other factors are 
viewed as more important than technology. This is probably because the casino hotels 
in question are technology driven organizations. Technology is not a concern for them.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS 
Summary of the Study
KM applications and activities have developed rapidly over the past several 
years. Organizations apply KM to capture, integrate and utilize knowledge in order to 
improve efficiency, organizational performance, and reduce costs. Industries like 
healthcare, IT, and finance have utilized KM aggressively. In the hotel industry, where 
the employee turnover rate is high, retaining and transferring knowledge, an intangible 
asset, has become a critical factor in hotel success. This study attempts to explain why 
KM is not widely applied in the hotel industry by exploring the perceptions and 
attitudes of hotel executives.
Based on the interview results, the status of KM in the hotel industry is that 
hotels may not be aware that they are implementing KM or they implement KM 
informally because they do not fully understand the meaning of KM. At the beginning 
of the interviews, the majority of the interview subjects asked the researcher ‘What is 
KM?’ or ‘How do you define KM?’ As the interview progressed, the interview subjects 
began to indicate that their organizations adopt practices that meet the descriptions and 
characteristics of KM. They may perceive that they do not apply KM practices formally 
but they do have a culture that encourages knowledge sharing.
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“I would not consider us to have a formalized KM process, but what we do have 
is a knowledge-sharing culture.”
“It is new and I can tell you that we don’t have any formal processes, at least 
here in my world.”
An article was found that revealed a similar conclusion, that “customer support 
managers have been generally unaware that they were explicitly engaged in knowledge 
management” (Davenport and Klahr, 1998). Research has defined KM from various 
perspectives and it may be that too many definitions have become confusing. KM may 
mean different things for different organizations. Furthermore, current KM definitions 
have been established largely from academic and theoretical points of view and lack 
practical implications. The above reasons may lower the acceptance o f KM and lead 
people to question its usefulness. One interview subject even commented that:
“I’ve been to a number o f workshops and seminars on knowledge management, 
and I must tell you, it was a bunch of baloney in a lot of—you had people that 
they were just out there.”
As a result, a more concrete and clear definition of KM is essential for the hotel 
industry. The hotel industry requires a definition of KM that corresponds to the 
industry’s characteristics and performance expectations. Based on the interview data, a 
KM definition for the hotel industry has been proposed. KM is defined as “sharing 
knowledge and best practices through a systematic and analytical approach, in order to 
understand competitors, improve customer service, and achieve financial goals.”
One interesting finding is related to how hotel HR executives define KM. 
Compared to most current KM definitions, the words they used were more practical and
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easier to understand. Current KM studies tend to use technological or knowledge 
process terms to describe and interpret KM, such as conversion, acquisition, 
codification, and retrieval. The technology terms most frequently used by the subjects 
were access, database, and system. This disparity reflects the attitudes and expectations 
of hotel HR exeeutives. They focus on practicality and they may be more likely to apply 
a practice when it makes sense to them. In addition, teehnology is probably not a 
specialty for HR executives. They naturally use the words they are familiar with to 
assess and interpret their practices.
Hotel executives perceive KM as knowledge sharing and best praetices. KM is 
intended to capture, share and reuse knowledge and best praetices. Their perceptions 
justify the importance of KM to the hotel industry. One major reason organizations do 
not utilize KM is because they do not realize the benefits of the systems (Bouneken, 
2002). Best practices or benchmarking is the process of understanding and identifying 
outstanding performances. Organizations need to evaluate themselves and their 
eompetitors to determine best practices.
Major KM functions recognized by hotel executives are hotel operations, 
training, and marketing. Regardless of the function, the emphasis is on service quality. 
They expect that KM can help their organization improve eustomer serviee, share best 
practices, and understand its competitors. Hotel employees should keep learning 
because the hotel business is changing rapidly. Managing employee knowledge and 
human capital has become the focus of the training process. Training is viewed as an 
important way to develop knowledge resources (Koch, 2003).
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The study results identified three major challenges hotel executives perceive for 
successful KM - knowledge sharing, change management, and knowledge transfer. 
These major challenges correspond to a study by Bouneken (2002). She revealed that 
the barriers preventing employees from applying KM are “experts are not motivated to 
answer questions” and “n o t . . .able to transform codified knowledge into service 
operations.” Employees may be unwilling to answer questions because organizations 
do not have a knowledge sharing culture, or beeause the organizational structure does 
not have processes to support knowledge transfer.
The factors in the proposed evaluation model for the KM success are technology, 
organization structure, eulture, knowledge sharing, and knowledge process (see chapter 
3). Although they may look different, these three challenges share the same principles. 
Knowledge sharing is considered the most important factor for effective KM; Bock et al 
(2002) confirmed this finding. Technology is not as critical although it is the foundation 
of the acquisition, organization and exchange o f information. Knowledge sharing 
culture is what matters most.
Knowledge sharing is associated with culture and leadership. Effective leaders 
nourish an organization culture that facilitates knowledge sharing. Organizations should 
provide an environment that motivates employees to share knowledge and integrates 
individual competences for problem solving. The working atmosphere should be 
collaborative, not competitive (Ruggles, 1998). Top management and leaders should 
support knowledge practices. In addition to culture, another important factor affecting 
knowledge sharing intentions is measurement and reward. Employees need incentives 
to share information. One interview subject revealed that employees do not share
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knowledge because knowledge sharing is not part of their performance appraisal. 
Incorporating knowledge sharing into performance measurements and providing 
rewards can motivate knowledge sharing.
Customer information is considered a competitive advantage for casino hotels, 
and knowledge sharing may increase the chance for information exposure. This is a 
major reason why KM is not adopted widely in the hotel industry. Knowledge sharing 
can create tensions between individual employees and the organization over issues of 
power and control (Scott et al., 2006). However, in the closed-ended questions all 
interview subjects agreed that their organizations have the technology to protect 
knowledge and that restricted knowledge is clearly identified. With proficient 
technology support and restricted data access, the benefits o f knowledge sharing should 
outweigh its costs.
Change resistance is viewed as a major challenge for KM implementation. 
People resist change for various reasons, such as time consumption, lack of motivation, 
and lack of knowledge about the changes. First, the benefits and objectives of KM 
should be established. Employees will be more likely to accept KM if they feel it can 
make their job easier and more efficient. The benefits that have been demonstrated ean 
acquire support from the management. Employees will follow once management 
acknowledges the importance of KM. In addition to motivation, teaching employees the 
knowledge and skills essential for KM can smooth the transition.
The challenge of quantifying the tangible benefits from IT is always one of the 
major factors that inhibit organizations from implementing a new system application. 
The circumstance is similar for KM. Top management need a persuasive ROI
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evaluation before they decide to purchase a new system. ROI can be analyzed with 
regard to productivity and quality improvement, cost savings, and time reductions 
(Gorelick et al., 2004).
One common concern from interview subjects is knowledge transfer. Extracting 
knowledge from people can be a challenging task. Knowledge transfer can be 
personalized or codified (Bouneken, 2002). Through personal interactions, employees 
can search for the most appropriate person to answer their questions. Personalized 
transfer is a good opportunity to transfer tacit knowledge. Codified transfer extracts 
knowledge from people and put the knowledge in databases. The databases store 
codified and categorized knowledge, such as service quality and operations standards, 
training programs, and best practices. One advantage of codified transfer is that 
employees can search for and retrieve the knowledge they need without contacting the 
original expert (Hansen, Nohria, and Tierney, 1999). A successful knowledge transfer 
usually happens during social interactions because employees can have direct responses 
and interactions. One interview subject made a suggestion regarding knowledge 
transfer:
“I think the corporations could probably do a better job of maybe sitting down 
with executives or persons that have been in their jobs a long time, and trying to 
extract that knowledge and put it into a written word or, you know, some type of 
course or class.”
It is somewhat surprising that technology is not perceived as a major obstacle to 
KM success from the perspectives of hotel human resource executives. Responses to
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both closed-ended and open-ended questions reveled a similar finding. Hotel executives 
are confident that their organizations have sufficient technology support.
“We are very technologically driven. My company has process for applying 
knowledge learned from experiences, as a process.”
“Technology is not a problem. We know that that’s the way we run.”
The interview subjects viewed technology as important for successful KM but 
did not consider it a major issue. The hotel segment and size may justify this perception. 
The study sample was Human Resources executives from major casino hotels. Casino 
hotels recognize technology as a critical factor for their success so they focus heavily 
and depend on technology. This may be why some interview subjects view their 
organizations very analytically. The study conclusions might be different if  the sample 
was derived from smaller hotels or other hotel segments.
Implications
KM has become a popular issue for both academicians and practitioners. 
Technology can benefit the hotel industry in many different aspects, only one of which 
is KM. Knowledge discovery collaboration technology can help organizations collect 
and distribute knowledge internally and externally. Knowledge mapping and application 
technology allows employees to identify the right information from the right sources 
and apply it to their jobs. Business intelligence technology improves an organization’s 
competitiveness by generating knowledge about its competitors (Gold et al., 2001).
The purpose of this study is to investigate KM application in the hotel industry 
by exploring the attitudes and perceptions of hotel executives. The KM definition
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question allows the researcher to understand hoteliers’ general interpretations of KM. It 
is hoped that this study has raised awareness of the importance of KM by helping hotels 
realize its potential benefits. It can be difficult for organizations that are currently 
profitable or successful to persuade senior management and employees to buy into the 
concept and benefits of KM (Long, 1997). KM can be very beneficial for all hotels, but 
especially for upscale hotels. A five star or diamond hotel needs to stay competitive and 
maintain a five star mentality by identifying and implementing best practices. Hotels 
would do well to acknowledge the importance of knowledge to their operational success.
The study identified the major KM fucntions (customer service, marketing, and 
training), expected benefits (improving customer service, sharing best practices, and 
understanding competitors), and major challenges for KM (knowledge sharing, change 
resistance, and knowledge transfer). The hotel industry can experiement with KM in its 
major fucntions and align KM with their busienss strategies to determine whether KM 
can meet organizational goals. The expected results or outcomes can be used to develop 
a framework for evalauting the effectiveness of KM. Major KM challenges and their 
coresponding solutions provide a guideline and reference for hotels seeking to 
implement KM. From the perspective of the researcher, the true spirit of KM for the 
hotel industry is ‘If we knew what we know.’
The study results match with the factors in the proposed KM evlauiton model 
that were modified from literature reveview. The factors in the proposed model are 
technology, organizational structure, culture, knowledge sharing, and knowledge 
process. Two more factors should be added to the proposed model: change management 
and knowledge transfer. This study serves as a exploratory purpose. Further studies
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regarding the realtionships among these success factors are needed. Furthermore, as 
more hotels adopt the concept and applications of KM, more information about actual 
KM outcomes can be obtained and measured and a framework developed to better 
evaluate the effectiveness of KM.
Limitations and Future Studies 
This study applied qualitative method to explore KM utility in the hotel industry. 
Qualitative research was undertaken because of the lack o f theory to explain the 
phenomenon. It provided the chance to gain a deeper understanding of hotel executives’ 
attitudes and perceptions of KM and to define and identify the perceived challenges of 
KM.
External validity or generalizability can be challenging for qualitative research. 
The assumption of generalizability comes from the researchers’ intent to apply the 
findings from a random sample to the whole population. The target population and 
sample for this study were selected according to the purpose of the study. The focus of 
the study is to understand and explore existing KM practices at hotels. First, this study 
did not attempt to generalize its findings to the whole industry. Second, the tradeoff for 
a qualitative approach is that it conducts a closer and more detailed examination of a 
situation instead of generalizing from the sample to the larger population. This does not 
mean that qualitative studies lack existing theoretical foundations.
Concerns about this study include that its results can only be applied to specific 
hotels or cases. Variability discovered through other studies may change the results 
dramatically. Replication of the study may also be a concern. This study focused on
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attitudes and perceptions. Different people may have very different opinions and the 
same people may act differently under different situations. This makes it almost 
impossible to replicate this study exactly. However, another researcher should be able to 
generate similar findings and explanations if he or she applies the original theoretical 
framework and follows general rules for data gathering and analysis (Merriam, 2002).
The primary data collection instrument and data interpreter in qualitative 
research is the researcher. Intuition is defined as “complete knowledge o f reality,” “the 
ability to quickly draw conclusions,” and “the instantaneous perception of logical 
connections and truths.” Intuition is usually used in interpreting a qualitative study, 
making it difficult to know exactly how the researcher analyzes the data and reaches 
conclusions. It is suggested that the reliability of personal intuitions can be enhanced by 
an attempt to apply the findings in the real world. Moreover, continuous improvement 
on and justification of the generated theories can improve the credibility o f the research 
(Buber, Gadner, and Richards, 2004).
Whether the interview subjects are telling the truth can be a concern. The 
researcher’s personal interest should not bias the study. Often people tell you what they 
think you want to hear. During the interviews, the researcher avoided leading the 
interview subejcts by hinting them the answers. However, it is understandable that 
sometimes the interview subjects intended to display the best side especially when the 
questions involved the organizations they work for. Therefore, this study included both 
open-ended and closed-ended quetiosns. The findings from both types of questions were 
used to confirm the reality of the answers.
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This study applied exploratory qualitative methodology to investigate the KM 
phenomenon at casino hotels. One limitation is the ease study subjects. This study only 
focuses on the casino hotel industry and this may reduce the generalizability of the 
results. The limitations suggest opportunities for additional research. The findings from 
this study ean serve as the foundation for future study. The interview subjects were 
Human Resource executives. Other segments of the hotel industry, managers from 
other departments, IT, marketing, and hotel operations are some potential sample 
groups. Ineorporating the opinions of industry people or consulting firms into the 
research process might improve the practicality of the study.
KM has always been a popular topic and the majority of articles and reports 
focus on the positive side of KM. KM is generally believed to increase productivity and 
profits, improve employee and eustomer satisfaction, and improve overall 
organizational performance. However, some trends have begun to show the other side 
of KM. The declining number of CKO (Chief Knowledge Officers) indicates that 
organizations are putting less emphasis on KM, in part because KM has not had the 
expected results (Hostler, 2005). Wilson (2002) made two comments about KM. First, 
KM studies “may not have much significance” for business practitioners and are rarely 
read. Second, the function of so-called “Knowledge Managers” can be questionable. An 
interview subject also suggested that KM should be analyzed from a practical 
perspective.
“I don’t think you’re going to find anybody that is going to talk to you in the 
purest form or the academic form of Knowledge Management. They’re going to 
talk to you in terms of the language of best practices.”
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The above trends and observations indicate that further KM-related research should not 
only attempt to examine theoretical models but also to validate the significant benefits 
of KM.
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APPENDIX I
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Section 1 ; How accurate is each of the following statements describing your 
company?
7-Strongly agree 
6- Agree
5-Agree somewhat 
4-Undecided 
3-Disagree somewhat 
2-Disagree 
I -Strongly disagree
1. My company has clear rules for categorizing its product and process knowledge.
2. My company uses technology to monitor its competitors and business partners.
3. My company uses technology that allows employees to retrieve and apply 
knowledge for their jobs.
4. The structure o f my company promotes group/collective behaviors rather than 
individual behaviors.
5. The structure o f my company facilitates the exchange or transfer of knowledge 
across departments.
6. Employees are readily accessible.
7. Employees understand the importance o f knowledge to corporate success.
8. On-the-job training and learning are encouraged.
9. Employees are valued for their individual expertise.
10. Senior management clearly supports the importance of knowledge.
11. My company rewards employees for knowledge sharing.
12. Employees in my company enjoy sharing their knowledge with colleagues.
13. The benefits of sharing knowledge outweigh the costs.
14. My company has processes for acquiring and generating knowledge.
15. My company has processes for absorbing knowledge from individuals into the 
company and vice versa.
16. My company has processes for organizing and integrating different sources and 
types of knowledge.
17. My company has processes for applying knowledge learned from experiences.
18. My company makes knowledge accessible to those who need it.
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19. My company has incentives to encourage the protection of knowledge.
20. My company has technology to protect some types of knowledge.
21. Knowledge that is restricted is clearly identified.
Section 2: Open-Ended Questions
1. How do you define Knowledge Management (KM)? What is KM to you?
2. What is KM to your company?
3. How long have KM practices been applied in your company or does your 
company plan to implement KM?
4. Which business processes does your company apply KM for? (For ex; 
marketing, products development, accounting, ...)
5. Which human resource practices does your company apply KM for? (For ex; 
training needs analysis, performance appraisal, ...)
6. Who are involved in the KM project? How long did it take from planning to 
implement KM?
7. Why does your company adopt KM?
8. What are the challenges of KM?
9. What are the successful factors o f KM?
10. Does KM improve your organizational performance?
11. How does your company evaluate the success of KM? Are there any evaluation 
frameworks?
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